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(ii) Calculate the total volume in gal-
lons of all chemical milling maskants 
(less water and exempt solvents) as ap-
plied by summing the individual vol-
umes of each chemical milling 
maskant (less water and exempt sol-
vents) as applied. 

(3) Calculate the volume-weighted 
average mass of VOC emitted per unit 
volume (lb/gal) of chemical milling 
maskant (less water and exempt sol-
vents) as applied during each 30-day pe-
riod using equation 23: 
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n

lwes

= =
∑ ( )

1 Eq.  23

where: 
Ga=volume-weighted average mass of VOC 

per unit volume of chemical milling 
maskant (lb/gal) (less water and exempt 
solvents) as applied during each 30-day 
period for those chemical milling 
maskants that are averaged. 

n=number of chemical milling maskants 
being averaged. 

(VOC)mi=VOC content (lb/gal) of chemical 
milling maskant i (less water and exempt 
solvents) as applied during the 30-day pe-
riod that is averaged. 

Vmi=volume (gal) of chemical milling 
maskant i (less water and exempt sol-
vents) as applied during the 30-day period 
that is averaged. 

Mlwes=total volume (gal) of all chemical mill-
ing maskants (less water and exempt sol-
vents) as applied during each 30-day pe-
riod that is averaged. 

(4)(i) If the VOC content is found to 
be different when EPA Method 24 is 
used during an enforcement inspection 
from that used by the owner or oper-
ator in calculating Ga, recalculation of 
Ga is required using the new value. If 
more than one chemical milling 
maskant is involved, the recalculation 
shall be made once using all of the new 
values. 

(ii) If recalculation is required, an 
owner or operator may elect to include 
in the recalculation of Ga uncontrolled 
chemical milling maskants that were 
not previously included provided appro-
priate and sufficient records were 
maintained for these other chemical 
milling maskants to allow daily recal-
culations. 

(iii) The recalculated value of Ga 
under either paragraph (n)(4)(i) or 

(n)(4)(ii) of this section shall be used to 
determine compliance. 

(o) Inorganic HAP emissions—dry par-
ticulate filter certification requirements. 
Dry particulate filters used to comply 
with § 63.745(g)(2) or § 63.746(b)(4) must 
be certified by the filter manufacturer 
or distributor, paint/depainting booth 
supplier, and/or the facility owner or 
operator using method 319 in appendix 
A of subpart A of this part, to meet or 
exceed the efficiency data points found 
in Tables 1 and 2, or 3 and 4 of § 63.745 
for existing or new sources respec-
tively. 

[60 FR 45956, Sept. 1, 1996, as amended at 63 
FR 15021, Mar. 27, 1998; 63 FR 46534, Sept. 1, 
1998; 65 FR 62215, Oct. 17, 2000] 

§ 63.751 Monitoring requirements. 

(a) Enclosed spray gun cleaners. Each 
owner or operator using an enclosed 
spray gun cleaner under § 63.744(c)(1) 
shall visually inspect the seals and all 
other potential sources of leaks associ-
ated with each enclosed gun spray 
cleaner system at least once per 
month. Each inspection shall occur 
while the system is in operation. 

(b) Incinerators and carbon adsorbers— 
initial compliance demonstrations. Each 
owner or operator subject to the re-
quirements in this subpart must dem-
onstrate initial compliance with the 
requirements of §§ 63.745(d), 63.746(c), 
and 63.747(d) of this subpart. Each 
owner or operator using a carbon 
adsorber to comply with the require-
ments in this subpart shall comply 
with the requirements specified in 
paragraphs (b)(1) through (7) of this 
section. Each owner or operator using 
an incinerator to comply with the re-
quirements in this subpart shall com-
ply with the requirements specified in 
paragraphs (b)(8) through (12) of this 
section. 

(1) Except as allowed by paragraph 
(b)(2) or (b)(5) of this section, for each 
control device used to control organic 
HAP or VOC emissions, the owner or 
operator shall fulfill the requirements 
of paragraph (b)(1) (i) or (ii) of this sec-
tion. 
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(i) The owner or operator shall estab-
lish as a site-specific operating param-
eter the outlet total HAP or VOC con-
centration that demonstrates compli-
ance with § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or 
§ 63.747(d) as appropriate; or 

(ii) The owner or operator shall es-
tablish as the site-specific operating 
parameter the control device efficiency 
that demonstrates compliance with 
§ 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d). 

(iii) When a nonregenerative carbon 
adsorber is used to comply with 
§ 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d), the 
site-specific operating parameter value 
may be established as part of the de-
sign evaluation used to demonstrate 
initial compliance. Otherwise, the site- 
specific operating parameter value 
shall be established during the initial 
performance test conducted according 
to the procedures of § 63.750(g). 

(2) For each nonregenerative carbon 
adsorber, in lieu of meeting the re-
quirements of § 63.751(b)(1), the owner 
or operator may establish as the site- 
specific operating parameter the car-
bon replacement time interval, as de-
termined by the maximum design flow 
rate and organic concentration in the 
gas stream vented to the carbon ad-
sorption system. The carbon replace-
ment time interval shall be established 
either as part of the design evaluation 
to demonstrate initial compliance or 
during the initial performance test 
conducted according to the procedures 
in § 63.750(g) (1), (2), (3), or (4). 

(3) Each owner or operator venting 
solvent HAP emissions from a source 
through a room, enclosure, or hood, to 
a control device to comply with 
§ 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) shall: 

(i) Submit to the Administrator with 
the compliance status report required 
by § 63.9(h) of the General Provisions a 
plan that: 

(A) Identifies the operating param-
eter to be monitored to ensure that the 
capture efficiency measured during the 
initial compliance test is maintained; 

(B) Discusses why this parameter is 
appropriate for demonstrating ongoing 
compliance; and 

(C) Identifies the specific monitoring 
procedures; 

(ii) Set the operating parameter 
value, or range of values, that dem-
onstrate compliance with § 63.745(d), 

§ 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d), as appropriate; 
and 

(iii) Conduct monitoring in accord-
ance with the plan submitted to the 
Administrator unless comments re-
ceived from the Administrator require 
an alternate monitoring scheme. 

(4) Owners or operators subject to 
§ 63.751(b) (1), (2), or (3) shall calculate 
the site-specific operating parameter 
value, or range of values, as the arith-
metic average of the maximum and/or 
minimum operating parameter values, 
as appropriate, that demonstrate com-
pliance with § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or 
§ 63.747(d) during the multiple test runs 
required by § 63.750 (g)(2) and (g)(1). 

(5) For each solvent recovery device 
used to comply with § 63.745(d), 
§ 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d), in lieu of meet-
ing the requirements of paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section, the results of the 
material balance calculation conducted 
in accordance with § 63.750(g)(1) may 
serve as the site-specific operating pa-
rameter that demonstrates compliance 
with § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d). 

(6) Continuous compliance monitoring. 
Following the date on which the initial 
compliance demonstration is com-
pleted, continuous compliance with 
§ 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) of 
this subpart shall be demonstrated as 
outlined in this paragraph. 

(i) Each owner or operator of an af-
fected source subject to § 63.745(d), 
§ 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) of this subpart 
shall monitor the applicable param-
eters specified in paragraph (b)(6)(ii), 
(b)(6)(iii), or (b)(6)(iv) of this section 
depending on the type of control tech-
nique used. 

(ii) Compliance monitoring shall be 
subject to the following provisions: 

(A) Except as allowed by paragraph 
(b)(6)(iii)(A)(2) of this section, all con-
tinuous emission monitors shall com-
ply with performance specification 
(PS) 8 or 9 in 40 CFR part 60, appendix 
B, as appropriate depending on whether 
VOC or HAP concentration is being 
measured. The requirements in appen-
dix F of 40 CFR part 60 shall also be fol-
lowed. In conducting the quarterly au-
dits required by appendix F, owners or 
operators shall challenge the monitors 
with compounds representative of the 
gaseous emission stream being con-
trolled. 
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(B) If the effluent from multiple 
emission points are combined prior to 
being channeled to a common control 
device, the owner or operator is re-
quired only to monitor the common 
control device, not each emission 
point. 

(iii) Owners or operators complying 
with § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) 
through the use of a control device and 
establishing a site-specific operating 
parameter in accordance with para-
graph (b)(1) of this section shall fulfill 
the requirements of paragraph 
(b)(6)(iii)(A) of this section and para-
graph (b)(6)(iii)(B) or (C) of this sec-
tion, as appropriate. 

(A) The owner or operator shall in-
stall, calibrate, operate, and maintain 
a continuous emission monitor. 

(1) The continuous emission monitor 
shall be used to measure continuously 
the total HAP or VOC concentration at 
both the inlet and the outlet whenever 
HAP from coating and paint stripping 
operations are vented to the control 
device, or when continuous compliance 
is demonstrated through a percent effi-
ciency calculation; or 

(2) For owners or operators using a 
nonregenerative carbon adsorber, in 
lieu of using continuous emission mon-
itors as specified in paragraph 
(b)(6)(iii)(A)(1) of this section, the 
owner or operator may use a portable 
monitoring device to monitor total 
HAP or VOC concentration at the inlet 
and outlet or the outlet of the carbon 
adsorber as appropriate. 

(a) The monitoring device shall be 
calibrated, operated, and maintained in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s 
specifications. 

(b) The monitoring device shall meet 
the requirements of part 60, appendix 
A, Method 21, sections 2, 3, 4.1, 4.2, and 
4.4. The calibration gas shall either be 
representative of the compounds to be 
measured or shall be methane, and 
shall be at a concentration associated 
with 125% of the expected organic com-
pound concentration level for the car-
bon adsorber outlet vent. 

(c) The probe inlet of the monitoring 
device shall be placed at approximately 
the center of the carbon adsorber out-
let vent. The probe shall be held there 
for at least 5 minutes during which 
flow into the carbon adsorber is ex-

pected to occur. The maximum reading 
during that period shall be used as the 
measurement. 

(B) If complying with § 63.745(d), 
§ 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) through the use 
of a carbon adsorption system with a 
common exhaust stack for all of the 
carbon vessels, the owner or operator 
shall not operate the control device at 
an average control efficiency less than 
that required by § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), 
or § 63.747(d) for three consecutive ad-
sorption cycles. 

(C) If complying with § 63.745(d), 
§ 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) through the use 
of a carbon adsorption system with in-
dividual exhaust stacks for each of the 
multiple carbon adsorber vessels, the 
owner or operator shall not operate 
any carbon adsorber vessel at an aver-
age control efficiency less than that re-
quired by § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or 
§ 63.747(d) as calculated daily using a 7 
to 30-day rolling average. 

(D) If complying with § 63.745(d), 
§ 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) through the use 
of a nonregenerative carbon adsorber, 
in lieu of the requirements of para-
graph (b)(6)(iii) (B) or (C) of this sec-
tion, the owner or operator may mon-
itor the VOC or HAP concentration of 
the adsorber exhaust daily, at intervals 
no greater than 20 percent of the design 
carbon replacement interval, which-
ever is greater, or at a frequency as de-
termined by the owner or operator and 
approved by the Administrator. 

(iv) Owners or operators complying 
with § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) 
through the use of a nonregenerative 
carbon adsorber and establishing a 
site-specific operating parameter for 
the carbon replacement time interval 
in accordance with paragraph (b)(2) 
shall replace the carbon in the carbon 
adsorber system with fresh carbon at 
the predetermined time interval as de-
termined in the design evaluation. 

(v) Owners or operators complying 
with § 63.745(d), § 63.746(c), or § 63.747(d) 
by capturing emissions through a 
room, enclosure, or hood shall install, 
calibrate, operate, and maintain the in-
strumentation necessary to measure 
continuously the site-specific oper-
ating parameter established in accord-
ance with paragraph (b)(3) of this sec-
tion whenever VOC and HAP from 
coating and stripper operations are 
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vented through the capture device. The 
capture device shall not be operated at 
an average value greater than or less 
than (as appropriate) the operating pa-
rameter value established in accord-
ance with paragraph (b)(3) of this sec-
tion for any 3-hour period. 

(7) Owners or operators complying 
with paragraph (b)(4) or (b)(5) of this 
section shall calculate the site-specific 
operating parameter value as the arith-
metic average of the minimum oper-
ating parameter values that dem-
onstrate compliance with § 63.745(d)and 
§ 63.747(d) during the three test runs re-
quired by § 63.750(h)(2)(iv). 

(8) All temperature monitoring 
equipment shall be installed, cali-
brated, maintained, and operated ac-
cording to manufacturer’s specifica-
tions. Every 3 months, facilities shall 
replace the temperature sensors or 
have the temperature sensors recali-
brated. As an alternative, a facility 
may use a continuous emission moni-
toring system (CEMS) to verify that 
there has been no change in the de-
struction efficiency and effluent com-
position of the incinerator. 

(9) Where an incinerator other than a 
catalytic incinerator is used, a thermo-
couple equipped with a continuous re-
corder shall be installed and continu-
ously operated in the firebox or in the 
ductwork immediately downstream of 
the firebox in a position before any 
substantial heat exchange occurs. 

(10) Where a catalytic incinerator is 
used, thermocouples, each equipped 
with a continuous recorder, shall be in-
stalled and continuously operated in 
the gas stream immediately before and 
after the catalyst bed. 

(11) For each incinerator other than a 
catalytic incinerator, each owner or 
operator shall establish during each 
performance test during which compli-
ance is demonstrated, including the 
initial performance test, the minimum 
combustion temperature as a site-spe-
cific operating parameter. This min-
imum combustion temperature shall be 
the operating parameter value that 
demonstrates compliance with 
§§ 63.745(d) and 63.747(d). 

(12) For each catalytic incinerator, 
each owner or operator shall establish 
during each performance test during 
which compliance is demonstrated, in-

cluding the initial performance test, 
the minimum gas temperature up-
stream of the catalyst bed and the min-
imum gas temperature difference 
across the catalyst bed as site-specific 
operating parameters. These minimum 
temperatures shall be the operating pa-
rameter values that demonstrate com-
pliance with §§ 63.745(d) and 63.747(d). 

(c) Dry particulate filter, HEPA filter, 
and waterwash systems—primer and top-
coat application operations. (1) Each 
owner or operator using a dry particu-
late filter system to meet the require-
ments of § 63.745(g)(2) shall, while prim-
er or topcoat application operations 
are occurring, continuously monitor 
the pressure drop across the system 
and read and record the pressure drop 
once per shift following the record-
keeping requirements of § 63.752(d). 

(2) Each owner or operator using a 
conventional waterwash system to 
meet the requirements of § 63.745(g)(2) 
shall, while primer or topcoat applica-
tion operations are occurring, continu-
ously monitor the water flow rate 
through the system and read and 
record the water flow rate once per 
shift following the recordkeeping re-
quirements of § 63.752(d). Each owner or 
operator using a pumpless waterwash 
system to meet the requirements of 
§ 63.745(g)(2) shall, while primer and 
topcoat application operations are oc-
curring, measure and record the pa-
rameter(s) recommended by the booth 
manufacturer that indicate booth per-
formance once per shift, following the 
recordkeeping requirements of 
§ 63.752(d). 

(d) Particulate filters and waterwash 
booths—depainting operations. Each 
owner or operator using a dry particu-
late filter or a conventional waterwash 
system in accordance with the require-
ments of § 63.746(b)(4) shall, while 
depainting operations are occurring, 
continuously monitor the pressure 
drop across the particulate filters or 
the water flow rate through the con-
ventional waterwash system and read 
and record the pressure drop or the 
water flow rate once per shift following 
the recordkeeping requirements of 
§ 63.752(e). Each owner or operator 
using a pumpless waterwash system to 
meet the requirements of § 63.746(b)(4) 
shall, while depainting operations are 
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occurring, measure and record the pa-
rameter(s) recommended by the booth 
manufacturer that indicate booth per-
formance once per shift, following the 
recordkeeping requirements of 
§ 63.752(e). 

(e) Use of an alternative monitoring 
method—(1) General. Until permission 
to use an alternative monitoring meth-
od has been granted by the Adminis-
trator under this paragraph, the owner 
or operator of an affected source shall 
remain subject to the requirements of 
this section. 

(2) After receipt and consideration of 
written application, the Administrator 
may approve alternatives to any moni-
toring methods or procedures of this 
section including, but not limited to, 
the following: 

(i) Alternative monitoring require-
ments when the affected source is in-
frequently operated; or 

(ii) Alternative locations for install-
ing continuous monitoring systems 
when the owner or operator can dem-
onstrate that installation at alternate 
locations will enable accurate and rep-
resentative measurements; or 

(iii) Alternatives to the American 
Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) test methods or sampling pro-
cedures specified in this section. 

(3) If the Administrator finds reason-
able grounds to dispute the results ob-
tained by an alternative monitoring 
method, requirement, or procedure, the 
Administrator may require the use of a 
method, requirement, or procedure 
specified in this section. If the results 
of the specified and the alternative 
method, requirement, or procedure do 
not agree, the results obtained by the 
specified method, requirement, or pro-
cedure shall prevail. 

(4)(i) Request to use alternative moni-
toring method. An owner or operator 
who wishes to use an alternative moni-
toring method shall submit an applica-
tion to the Administrator as described 
in paragraph (e)(4)(ii) of this section. 
The application may be submitted at 
any time provided that the monitoring 
method is not used to demonstrate 
compliance with a relevant standard or 
other requirement. If the alternative 
monitoring method is to be used to 
demonstrate compliance with a rel-
evant standard, the application shall 

be submitted not later than with the 
site-specific test plan required in 
§ 63.7(c) (if requested) or with the site- 
specific performance evaluation plan 
(if requested), or at least 60 days before 
the performance evaluation is sched-
uled to begin. 

(ii) The application shall contain a 
description of the proposed alternative 
monitoring system and information 
justifying the owner’s or operator’s re-
quest for an alternative monitoring 
method, such as the technical or eco-
nomic infeasibility, or the imprac-
ticality, of the affected source using 
the required method. 

(iii) The owner or operator may sub-
mit the information required in this 
paragraph well in advance of the sub-
mittal dates specified in paragraph 
(e)(4)(i) of this section to ensure a 
timely review by the Administrator in 
order to meet the compliance dem-
onstration date specified in this sub-
part. 

(5) Approval of request to use alter-
native monitoring method. (i) The Ad-
ministrator will notify the owner or 
operator of his/her intention to deny 
approval of the request to use an alter-
native monitoring method within 60 
calendar days after receipt of the origi-
nal request and within 60 calendar days 
after receipt of any supplementary in-
formation that is submitted. If notifi-
cation of intent to deny approval is not 
received within 60 calendar days, the 
alternative monitoring method is to be 
considered approved. Before dis-
approving any request to use an alter-
native monitoring method, the Admin-
istrator will notify the applicant of the 
Administrator’s intent to disapprove 
the request together with: 

(A) Notice of the information and 
findings on which the intended dis-
approval is based; and 

(B) Notice of opportunity for the 
owner or operator to present additional 
information to the Administrator be-
fore final action on the request. At the 
time the Administrator notifies the ap-
plicant of his or her intention to dis-
approve the request, the Administrator 
will specify how much time the owner 
or operator will have after being noti-
fied of the intended disapproval to sub-
mit the additional information. 
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(ii) If the Administrator approves the 
use of an alternative monitoring meth-
od for an affected source under para-
graph (e)(5)(i) of this section, the owner 
or operator of such source shall con-
tinue to use the alternative monitoring 
method until approval is received from 
the Administrator to use another mon-
itoring method as allowed by para-
graph (e) of this section. 

(f) Reduction of monitoring data. (1) 
The data may be recorded in reduced or 
nonreduced form (e.g., parts per mil-
lion (ppm) pollutant and % O2 or 
nanograms per Joule (ng/J) of pollut-
ant). 

(2) All emission data shall be con-
verted into units specified in this sub-
part for reporting purposes. After con-
version into units specified in this sub-
part, the data may be rounded to the 
same number of significant digits as 
used in this subpart to specify the 
emission limit (e.g., rounded to the 
nearest 1% overall reduction effi-
ciency). 

[60 FR 45956, Sept. 1, 1996, as amended at 63 
FR 15023, Mar. 27, 1998; 63 FR 46534, Sept. 1, 
1998; 65 FR 76945, Dec. 8, 2000] 

§ 63.752 Recordkeeping requirements. 

(a) General. Each owner or operator 
of a source subject to this subpart shall 
fulfill all recordkeeping requirements 
specified in § 63.10 (a), (b), (d), and (f). 

(b) Cleaning operation. Each owner or 
operator of a new or existing cleaning 
operation subject to this subpart shall 
record the information specified in 
paragraphs (b)(1) through (b)(5) of this 
section, as appropriate. 

(1) The name, vapor pressure, and 
documentation showing the organic 
HAP constituents of each cleaning sol-
vent used for affected cleaning oper-
ations at the facility. 

(2) For each cleaning solvent used in 
hand-wipe cleaning operations that 
complies with the composition require-
ments specified in § 63.744(b)(1) or for 
semi-aqueous cleaning solvents used 
for flush cleaning operations: 

(i) The name of each cleaning solvent 
used; 

(ii) All data and calculations that 
demonstrate that the cleaning solvent 
complies with one of the composition 
requirements; and 

(iii) Annual records of the volume of 
each solvent used, as determined from 
facility purchase records or usage 
records. 

(3) For each cleaning solvent used in 
hand-wipe cleaning operations that 
does not comply with the composition 
requirements in § 63.744(b)(1), but does 
comply with the vapor pressure re-
quirement in § 63.744(b)(2): 

(i) The name of each cleaning solvent 
used; 

(ii) The composite vapor pressure of 
each cleaning solvent used; 

(iii) All vapor pressure test results, if 
appropriate, data, and calculations 
used to determine the composite vapor 
pressure of each cleaning solvent; and 

(iv) The amount (in gallons) of each 
cleaning solvent used each month at 
each operation. 

(4) For each cleaning solvent used for 
the exempt hand-wipe cleaning oper-
ations specified in § 63.744(e) that does 
not conform to the vapor pressure or 
composition requirements of § 63.744(b): 

(i) The identity and amount (in gal-
lons) of each cleaning solvent used 
each month at each operation; and 

(ii) A list of the processes set forth in 
§ 63.744(e) to which the cleaning oper-
ation applies. 

(5) A record of all leaks from en-
closed spray gun cleaners identified 
pursuant to § 63.751(a) that includes for 
each leak found: 

(i) Source identification; 
(ii) Date leak was discovered; and 
(iii) Date leak was repaired. 
(c) Primer and topcoat application oper-

ations—organic HAP and VOC. Each 
owner or operator required to comply 
with the organic HAP and VOC content 
limits specified in § 63.745(c) shall 
record the information specified in 
paragraphs (c)(1) through (c)(6) of this 
section, as appropriate. 

(1) The name and VOC content as re-
ceived and as applied of each primer 
and topcoat used at the facility. 

(2) For uncontrolled primers and top-
coats that meet the organic HAP and 
VOC content limits in § 63.745(c)(1) 
through (c)(4) without averaging: 

(i) The mass of organic HAP emitted 
per unit volume of coating as applied 
(less water) (Hi) and the mass of VOC 
emitted per unit volume of coating as 
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